The 
under study will be the well-known Kamien-Schwartz (1971) model (KS model for short) for machine maintenance and replacement.
The basic KS model applies in our terminology to a non-nimble organization, which junks the machine when it fails or sells it at its optimal salvage time, whichever comes first. KS proved the optimal machine maintenance policy to be non-increasing over the lifetime of the machine.
Figure 1-a illustrates an example for such a profile. We will show that as organizational nimbleness increases, the intensity of maintenance may experience shocks of increases (Figure 1-b) .
Furthermore, as the organization becomes nimbler, so may the number of such increases, albeit with smaller magnitudes. However, as we push further to its limit, i.e., for the nimblest organization capable of replacing the machine at any given instant, it will be shown that the shape of the maintenance intensity profile over the lifetime of the machine reverts to a non-increasing policy (possibly at a lower level than Figure 1 -a).
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Background
The basic building block to be used is the KS model, in which the intensity of maintenance can alter the probability of breakdown. KS showed for a single machine optimal control model that the maintenance intensity should be non-increasing over the lifetime of the machine. One of the assumptions of the KS model is that when the machine breaks down by chance, it is not replaced. Organizations that do not replace machines when they fail shall be termed non-nimble for the purposes of this study.
For a nimbler organization, we assume that replacement of failed machines can be considered in the repertoire of choices during the given planning horizon. What is the effect of incorporating into the KS model, replacement opportunities against in-service failures? How might the existence of such opportunities shape the profile of the maintenance effort? The ability of an organization to quickly reach capital equipment replacement decisions to cope with probabilistic breakdowns is considered as a measure of "organizational nimbleness", and its effect on the form of the optimal maintenance policy will be addressed for varying speeds of nimbleness.
Optimal control solutions for maintenance and replacement encompass a large body of literature going back to Thompson (1968) which led to many important extensions including those of Sethi and Morton (1972) , Sethi (1973) , Tapiero (1973) , Tapiero and Venezia (1979) , Chand and Sethi (1982) , and Gaimon and Thompson (1984, 1989) . The first optimal control model explicitly addressing hazard rates was that of Kamien and Schwartz (1971) . Its extensions also multiplied over time and spread over diverse areas of applications, such as Carbone et al. (2005) , Gjerde et al. (2005) , and Kazianga and Masters (2006) as well as those listed in Dogramaci and Fraiman (2004) and Bensoussan and Sethi (2007) . The focus of this paper on the other hand will be the maintenance and replacement of capital equipment in hierarchical organizations in the context of the model of KS. r : Discount rate for present value calculations.
The Model
Z : Length of the planning horizon.
n : The number of time segments Z is divided into. In problems allowing only a finite number of machine replacements, n becomes the maximum number of potential replacements.
( ) 
The optimal control model of KS chooses for each value of t so as to maximize ( ) u t 5 3 That is, they will not replace a broken machine before its planned replacement time.
(1)
Maximization of (1) 
Considering the case of 0 ()
, and , KS gave the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal u(t) for any given In addition, for this single machine model with no replacement, KS provided the necessary condition for the optimal value of j T . Recently, Bensoussan and Sethi (2007) proved that this condition along with an additional condition turn out to be sufficient for optimality of maintenance and sale date of one machine. For a single machine problem, if the machine is still operational at j T , then it is better to sell it at that time and receive ( ) j j S T dollars and invest the money at the interest rate r.
Extended KS Model (Chain of machines over time)
Incorporating machine replacement options into the KS model (1) and (2) values, but also on the value of n. Finer mesh of regeneration points imply a nimbler organization.
Interrelated Replacement-Maintenance Optimization
Modeling the overall replacement problem via dynamic programming (DP) breaks the planning horizon Z into n stages. During the DP calculations, the unit of measurement for time is such that each time segment between two consecutive regeneration points is called one period. Incorporation of replacement choices into the KS model by Dogramaci and Fraiman (2004) and Dogramaci (2005) involved imbedding optimal control models into each other and studying the overall replacement of a chain of machines via DP. In the DP, the optimal value function j periods from the end of the planning horizon (i.e., when there are j more regeneration points to go) is denoted , or even in a later period . In such a setting, the optimal control problem to be solved is:
, and
is an integer denoting an upper bound on intended life for a machine of vintage j, as determined by the management due to reasons such as safety, environmental issues, etc.. If there is no such constraint then one can set , meaning the machine can (technically but not necessarily economically) be used until the end of the planning horizon.
This may be due to unavailability of immediate funding, or supplier bottlenecks, or transportation delays, etc.
In the objective function (5), for the last term of the summation ( 
Problem (5)- (7) involves intertwined replacement and maintenance decisions. In order to obtain the values of , one has to deal with the objective function in (5), which has discontinuities from to ( , ) Following Dogramaci-Fraiman (2004) , the targeted life span of the machine can be broken into segments that are each a single period long.
Consider a machine of vintage j which is planned to be replaced K periods after its acquisition. Just looking at this machine in isolation from the rest of the DP picture, the regeneration points may be If the machine fails at time , then the production system will remain idle for 0.4 periods. Then at time 1.6 t = 2 τ = , a new replacement would be installed and put into production. Our focus, however, is on the original machine, which at the time of its installation was planned to run for K periods. We will study the maintenance on this machine, assuming it did not fail and got scrapped early. Suppose the machine is τ periods old, i.e., we are just on the regeneration point j τ − in the bigger overall DP picture, 0,1,...,
The optimal expected net present value of the cash flow, from this "potential replacement node" τ to the end of the planning horizon is denoted by , , , ( ) In the life of a machine, choose a time segment from ageτ to τ +1. For a maintenance model relating to this time segment, τ denotes the starting time of the local optimal control problem, K represents the number of periods the machine was intended to be used when it was bought. 
with , 1, and
Writing the Hamiltonian and selecting the terms that contain u(t), we obtain an expression analogous to (4), namely,
Similarly, analogous to (3) the time derivative of shadow price ( ) t λ related to equation (9) is
R M ut h t J ut h t dt p e f u t h t t u t h t
As in the basic KS model of section 3.1, we assume that between any two adjacent nodes is
λ′ is finite and therefore ( ) t λ is differentiable, finite, and continuous.
Solving for Optimal j T
Solving (8)- (9) 
. For each choice of j T ,one first computes the terminal value of shadow price: Dogramaci and Fraiman (2004, p.790) noted that the solution of the differential equation (9) 
. The model here is different because it allows for the possibility of an early retirement of the machine, and we need to explain that this property still holds in spite of the different upper limit of the integral in (8) and the need for a search of optimal j T . Equations (10) and (11) 
The "value function" linearly depends on the starting value of the state variable . This value function is the expected value of the cash flows from time K-1 until the end of the planning horizon. If by time K-1 the machine has failed, i.e., , 1, , ( 1) ( 1
, 1, ,0 T is 0 , it means from node j to j-1 a machine should not be purchased and the system should stay idle.
Solving the Rest of the Problem
If 1 K = , the whole problem will have been solved. Otherwise, if 1 K > , then we will have solved the tail end local optimal control problem between the nodes 1 K τ = − and K with an optimal value of , , , ( ) , , ,0
, which will feed as the salvage value [ , 1, , 
Features of the Extended KS Model
The issues addressed here differ from those in Dogramaci-Fraiman (2004) 
7 By the same argument as in the previous footnote, the general relation will again hold..
, , , adm trative echelons will be now formally demonstrated; 2) a new way of proving the K increasing maintenance policy will be developed using the properties of the shadow price and its derivative; 3) violations of the KS policy will be explained and linked to organizational nimblene and 4) an extreme case of nimbleness will be addressed using models of instantaneous replacements, and their effect on the shape of the shop floor maintenance policy will be p inis S nonss;
resented.
Properties of the Extended KS Model
In this section we study the optimal maintenance profiles of relatively ble organizations (i.e., nim organizations with a finite number of replacement possibilities). Study of the variations of maintenance intensity relates to: 1) DP value functions ( ) j f for replacement decisions and 2 imbedded optimal control value functions for maintenance during the life span of an individual machine. 
) The

Relative magnitudes of
objective function ought not to be larger for higher values of the cumulative probability of failure 
Profile of u(t) Over Time
The behavior of will be addressed first for the time segment between two adjacent potential * ( ) u t replacement nodes, and then for the immediate left and right sides of a single node. 8 That is, closer to the end of the planning horizon. , , , 0 
Jumps in the Intensity of Maintenance: Deviation from the Policy of Non-Increasing u(t)
ts and observe th, the maintenance effort is tall e optimal policy even when the machine does not fail at the potential replacement node.
4
For convenience of exposition, from this point onwards, we will focus on the case of , 1 1 p τ τ + = and study the dynamics of the optimal control in the neighborhood of the regeneration poin the possibilities of jumps in the values of the control variable. An important conclusion of the KS was that along an optimal pa ( ) u t non-increasing over time over the lifetime of the machine. Introducing the possibility of ins ing another machine, in place of one that fails before the intended lifespan K, changes the structure of th 9 If the u obtained turns out to be greater than or equal to j U , then it will be set equal to j U . If the u obtained turns out to be less than or equal to j U , then it will be set equal to j U . aturally, it is possible for the left and the right problem to require the maximum intensity of N maintenance, in which case there would be no possible jump in the u value. For example this would be the case where both Q + and Q − correspond to u values greater than U .
The Case of the Nimblest Organization
The system addressed in this section replaces a failed machine immediately (i.e., with zero time delay). In this section we show that this extreme nimbleness removes any spike (of section 4.3.2) and the optimal maintenance policy reverts to a non-increasing profile. Step a) Solve the problem with given n using the method addressed in section 3.2 above.
Step b.2) In the non-idle segments of the planning horizon, the integrand in equation (5) will be
Step c) Increase cent potential replacement nodes, insert a new e immedi e way n is chosen initially. n: Halfway between each pair of adja node. Note that the technology of a machine bought at this node will be the same as that of th ate upstream node. This is due to th
Step d) Go to step a. the DP model of section 3.2 , if using the procedure above increases the number of stages n toward finity, then the durations of each period will approach zero, as well as the differences in the DP djacent nodes. Namely, 
Totally Busy: In this case, the integrand of equation (5) is continuous since 
Infinite Horizon Problems with Instantaneous Replacements
For the case of i horizon problem, denote by the value function starting at time t with the state variable nstantaneous replacement capability of a failed machine, in an infinite exceed / R r , or else it would be better for the firm to salvage the machine and go out of business. In our cas these inequalities need to be modified as
at some t, then once again it would be better to sell the machine (if it is still working) and get a profit of ( ) (0,0 S t W + achine which will be still functioning (or, scrapped and replaced in case of failure prior to age t). The second inequality / S t R r citly specified in terms of (0, 0) W , which in turn can be expressed in terms of the problem parameters. In the context of equation (15), the cost of salvaging vs. were not in a position to predict the capital investment behavior of the top management, the values of 11 by a new machine, which we will plan to serve for one full year (barring a failure which in turn would generate yet another replacement) ,i p τ might be spread out evenly. Or, as stated in section 4.3.2, if the lower level managers believe top managers will never replace a machine before its original retirement time, then the maintenance intensity will be non-increasing over the life time of the machine. In section 4 also studied the case where the duration between potential replacement nodes is greater than zero: if not only the top management is nimble, but also if the operations managers believe that a failed machine will indeed be replaced at the earliest possible replacement node, then the chosen (optim maintenance intensity over time is likely to contain spikes (i.e. jumps). For the problem studied in this paper we reach the following conclusion. Operational policies not a only depend on their immediate data such as costs, revenues, and characteristics of the physical machinery (their hazard rates), but also on the structure of the larger organizational environment.
The demonstrated relationship between nimbleness of organizational decision making at the higher administrative echelons, and the shape of the operational policies at the plant floor, may be useful as tool for future research on corporate decision processes across hierarchies.
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12 If the value of u is not at its upper bound, then the magnitude of spikes at the replacement nodes will diminish for larger values of n. On the other hand, if u(t) is coasting at its upper limit j U , then there will be no spikes because there will be no room left for u(t) to jump further up.
Appendix 1: Optimal Policies with a Positive Integrand in the Objective Function
Can there be a problem for which optimal policy requires a negative or zero valued integrand in equation (5) 
indicating a node (other than the starting node) in Figure 2 . We will examine whether for some length of time before node * τ , optimality ought to require The integrand of equation (5) under this control policy can also be written as ( The portion of equation (5) , operating the machine yields a higher expected cash flow than retiring it early. In summary, the larger hazard rate of case A cannot be beneficial for the maximization of the expected net present value of cash flows.
Hence cutting out the last bit of the negative cash flow either maintains or improves total profitability.
Similarly repeating the cut-outs to the left, a totally positive cash flow picture emerges, with greater or equal cash flow, than the original counter-example we started with. In short, if the problem admits optimal solutions, then at least in one of them the integrand is positive until the planned retirement date.
